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Twenty-five years after it spent sixteen weeks at #1 on the New York Times bestseller list, John

Feinsteinâ€™s A Season on the Brink remains the classic of the genre and an unforgettable

chronicle of his year spent following the Indiana Hoosiers and their fiery coach Bob Knight. This

anniversary edition features an updated package and a new Introduction by Feinstein.Twenty-five

years after it spent sixteen weeks atop the New York Times bestseller list, A Season on the Brink

remains the most celebrated basketball book ever written. Granted unprecedented access to

legendary coach Bob Knight and the Indiana Hoosiers during the 1985â€“86 season, John Feinstein

saw and heard it allâ€”practices, team meetings, strategy sessions, and midgame huddlesâ€”as the

team worked to return to championship form. The result is an unforgettable chronicle that not only

captures the drama and pressure of big-time college basketball but also paints a vivid portrait of a

complex, brilliant coach as he walks the fine line between genius and madness.
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Growing up, all I knew about legendary college basketball coach Bobby Knight was that he would

rant and rave, throw chairs, get arrested, scream in his players' faces and snap at the media. During

college, upon taking a class called "Moral Reasoning In Sport," I conducted research on Bobby

Knight and got to know Bobby Knight as a person better. The ironic thing was that he stood for good

morals but what he practiced as a coach boardered on the immoral at times. I saw how wonderful a

man he could be and how badly he could cut a person down. I was fascinated by his style.My

curiosity about Bobby Knight led me to "A Season On The Brink;" a book which describes the full



1985-86 season with Knight and the Indiana Hoosiers. Author John Feinstein, who trooped along

with the team complete with notepad and tape recorder, crafts this book in amazing detail with all

the trimmings. We are given a real life look at the pressures that college basketball can bring to both

coach and players, the trials and tribulations. We are given a taste of how addictive competition is

and the emotional effects it can have."A Season On The Brink" describes Bobby Knight in a way

that begs you to love him and begs you to hate him. Passionate about not failing, Knight pressures

himself to succeed and is quick to think himself a failure each time he does not reach certain goals.

His characteristic short fuse is always there to represent this. After the disastrous 1984-85 season

where he performed the legendary chair throw that got him in trouble, he vowed not to go through a

repeat season in 1985-86. He constantly reminded his players of that terrible season as fuel for

them to create a better season in '85-'86.

Feinstein received Coach Knight's permission to have almost total access to the Indiana University

basketball program during the 1985-86 season. By then, Feinstein had earned and deserved his

reputation as a first-rate journalist. Presumably that was one of the major reasons why Knight was

agreeable. Later, Knight was very displeased with the book based on that season. (I am reminded

of what Harry S Truman once said when someone urged him to "give 'em hell" during the 1948

Presidential campaign. "I just tell them the truth and they think it's hell.") Two points seem especially

important to me as a controversy about A Season on the Brink continues: This is Feinstein's

account of what he observed and experienced; also. Knight and everyone else involved (including

Feinstein) are entitled to their own opinion as to how accurate (if not "fair") that account is. My own

opinion is that prior to and then following the 1985-86 season, Knight's behavior (including public

statements) suggests that Feinstein's account is mostly credible. Since his playing days at Ohio

State and then coaching at the United States Military Academy, Knight left no doubt that he was an

intense competitor who loved the game with passion and studied it with intensity. He arrived at

Indiana University a known quantity and was remarkably consistent (for better or worse) throughout

the years he coached there.For every person who views Knight's values with contempt, there is

probably someone else who admires those same values. He is obviously a complicated person.

Also, as he himself has frequently conceded, he can be contradictory. (Years before the 1985-86

season, Knight observed "I don't agree with everything I do.") Many of the players whom he verbally

abused the most were later treated with exceptional kindness and generosity.

"A Season on the Brink" A Season on the Brink, was a great book. This book was about a coaching



legend. Bob Knight, is described by many sport fans as one of the best coaches of all time. This is

not just a plain old book. This book is about a coach walking between extreme madness and a

complete genius.In August of 1984, Bob Knight of Indiana University, lead the U.S Olympic

basketball team to the gold medal. At that time, this was a master achievement to add to his two

NCAA tournament championships. Many coaches to this day have not accomplished anything like

this.In February of 1985, Bob Knight's sees glimpses of his career coming to an end. His team is

struggling dramatically. The Hoosier supporters are curious to what is happening to their Indiana

program. Now Knight is known to go a little haywire, so anything is possible. In February of 1985,

Bobby Knight throws a chair across the floor as a Purdue player is preparing to take foul shots. A

little haywire is absurd! This is something that one would watch in a hockey game, not a NCAA

Basketball game. Knight was suspended for only one game after reacting like he did. After ending

that season, Knight was to where sky was the limit, to rock bottom! Knight also knew if another

season like this was to occur, that his career was on the edge. Entering the 1985-86 season, would

be a season on the brink.Bobby Knight had been preaching his team that they needed to get into

position to be in position. The Hoosiers were 2-2 in the Big Ten. Their next game was at home,

against the Ohio State Buckeyes. This was a deciding game for the Indiana Hoosiers. This would

give them a chance to be in the run for the Big Ten race.
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